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season comes round. For some unfathomable reason
everyone who has seen the feeding of the boars
seems to find it vastly picturesque and talks or writes
it up with awed enthusiasm. Even if the animals
were not so tame, why take so dramatically a species
of boar that is to be seen everywhere, in villages
and country roads and barnyards ? These famous
black pigs are merely Asiatic cousins of our pink
pigs at home. I had been told of ravening " mon-
sters " at their feast. Well, a monstrous feast, per-
haps. There was something revolting in the sight
of all these hideous beasts summoned by the call of
a muezzin-swineherd, swarming like malignant
demons of the forest out of the underwood.
Decidedly I prefer the lake. Seen thus from the
far end of the wide stretch of water, the little palaces
look like drifting icebergs, glimmering fragments of
the gigantic ice-floe that is the Castle of Udaipur.
A little above us, half-way up the barren hillside,
a dirty flag, a .tattered strip of loin-cloth, flapped in
a breeze we could not feel below. There, so Dim
told me, dwelt three Sadhus. For six years, often
longer, such men live secluded from the world,
learning to pray aright and to attain the contempla-
tive state by the daily practice of strenuous physical
exercises. Thus they gradually train the body not
to trammel spiritual meditation by its exigencies
and desires.
I strolled up the hillside to visit the recluses.
Four walls and a roof with nothing under it except
an image of Siva and three bare sleeping-boards. I
looked at the Sadhus; their naked, emaciated
bodies were smeared with grey ash, their long hair
was plaited—one had dyed his a reddish-brown.
In the eyes of another I seemed to see a glint of
hysteria. Appalling creatures! But then they

